PARENT/CARER INFORMATION SESSION
WHERE: VINES RD COMMUNITY HUB

WHEN: 27th OCT 2016  630-830pm (light supper provided)

Target audience-Parents/Carers of students in year 5 to year 8

Alcohol energy drinks and other drugs are part of the world we live in. Both their lives ‘living directly’ and ‘online’ see them exposed to images, themes and language that often includes alcohol energy drinks and other drugs whether legal or illegal.

This session is a chance for parents and carers to come together and look at how drugs are portrayed in our community as well as exploring themes and strategies that can help them discuss alcohol energy drinks and drugs as a family.

The session runs for 2 hours is interactive and aims to answer all your questions- if we can’t we will do our best to pass you on to someone who can.

TOPICS INCLUDE

Looking out for your mates, facts and myths, the importance of strong role modeling, conversation starters for home, the impact of drugs on Young People and their developing brains

WHAT PARENTS/CARERS WHO HAVE ATTENDED OUR SESSIONS IN THE PAST HAVE SAID......

‘Very friendly & refreshing’... ‘Open and nonjudgmental’ .... ‘Thank you on such an informative evening’.... ‘Very well presented and related back to ‘normal’ situations’... ‘Having a plan/ what is normal starting the conversation/realising you can contact a professional”.... ‘How to open the conversations that I knew I wanted to talk about but didn’t know how to start’.... ‘What is your plan!!’

To book please use trybooking online link below: (highlight link then click on open hyperlink. Go to BUY TICKETS, type in Creating Conversations then follow the prompts). This is a FREE event.

https://www.trybooking.com/235560?_ga=1.263997898.798966280.1475806985

Any queries contact Leigh at BATForce via email ryac@batforce.org.au.